After some minor problems with the motor section in the morning, we managed to start drilling at 10 am. We drilled 31.51 m until 7:30 pm and we will finish our last drill run of the season around midnight today.

Today we also moved more cargo to Concordia, for both winter storage and transport to Europe. The new sanitary module is back at Concordia, reducing the number of showers and toilets to one.

What we did today at LDC:

- Drilled in shift;
- Continued packing down camp;
Figure 1: Cargo leaving for Concordia. Photo: I Koldtoft

Figure 2: The 1000th meter of ice drilled this season. Picture: J. Veale
End of day statistics at 19h30

**Driller’s depth:** 1827.02 m. we made 7 drilling runs between yesterday 19h30 and 19h30 today. The length of the cores was: 4.52, 4.51, 4.50, 4.54, 4.53, 4.43, 4.48 (driller length), for a total of 31.51 meters.

**Logger’s depth:** 1826.35 m

**Current processing depth:** 1695m; daily total: 0m, season total: 1367m.
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